The adsorption of two cations at the anionic sites of a polymer (e.g., such as a protein) in an electric field is discussed, taking into account cooperative interaction of the cations mediated through the backbone of the polymer. The calculation of the grand partition function explicitly considers the vacant negative sites of the polymer. As in the case without cooperative interaction, the problem reduces to the determination of the largest eigenvalue of asymmetric matrices. The weights of the different neighbor configurations are determined. Approximate formulae for the grand partition function and for those weights are derived. The formal analogy of these cooperative phenomena and those occurring in quantum (bio)chemistry is pointed out exemplifying an earlier suggestion about the basis of quantum biology.
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Recently, the author (Karreman, 1964a; b) has shown that the determination of the grand partition function in the case of the adsorption of ions at fixed sites in an electric field reduces to the determination of the largest eigenvalue of asymmetric matrices. It has been shown (Karreman, 1964b ) that the cations adsorbed at "lattice" sites were in equilibrium with the "free" or "interstitial" cations and the vacant fixed negative sites. This result was used by the author (Karreman, 1964c) to derive the space profile of the electrical potential at the phase boundary of a living cell. In these investigations, the specificity constants were assumed as given. This also may be considered to be the case for the resting potential. 91 G. N. Ling (1962; 1964) has shown that many fundamental physiological mechanisms, including irritability and muscle contraction, can be understood on the basis of cooperative phenomena. In this view, the penetration of cations into living cells may involve a cooperative shift of their specificities.
It is the purpose of this work to extend the above-mentioned studies (Karreman, loc. cir.) to incorporate the effects of cooperative phenomena in the determination of the grand partition function for the adsorption of ions at fixed sites in an electric field by taking into account the links between the sites, such as formed by the backbone of a protein. First, a detailed derivation will be given of a formula recently given by Ling (1964) and derived in cooperation with C. N. Yang. Then, this derivation will be extended to include explicitly vacant negative sites besides two cations in an electric field.
Ling and Yang (loc. cir.) considered a very simple model of a protein molecule consisting of a one-dimensional chain of uniformly spaced adsorption sites. It was assumed that each site could adsorb either one of two species, p and q, which are also in a free solution phase of infinite volume with which the onedimensional lattice is at equilibrium. They considered a typical section of three neighboring sites.
As each site can adsorb two species, there are eight configurations, namely:
qPPPq PPP qqP PPP PqP those in the second column having a q in the middle and those in the first, a p. The configurations on the second and third rows of the first column have the same energy, Ep~q = Eqpp; similarly, the same holds for those in these two rows of the second column: E~qq = Eqqp. The difference of these two energies, E~pq -Epq~, is denoted by e + ~,, that of the last row, Ep~p -E~q~, by e + 2~ and hence (see below), that of the first row, Eqpq -Eqqq, by e. As the second and third row configurations all contain one pq neighbor pair, the energy + ~ does not include a contribution due to the formation of a new pq neighbor pair. However, of the fourth row configurations, ppp and pqp, the former contains two pq neighbor pairs less than the second, hence, the difference, -~, between the energies e + 2y and e + y is the energy of two pq neighbor pairs. Therefore, the energy of one pq neighbor pair is -~/2. Furthermore, as of the first row configurations, qpq and, the former contains two pq neighbor pairs more than the second, their energy difference should be denoted by 8 + ~ -~, = ~, as mentioned above.
